Adaptive
Lead
En présentiel
2 jours – de 9:00 à 17:30
A distance

Today's world is more than ever a VUCA (volatile, uncertain, complex and
ambiguous) world. It requires adaptive leaders who are able to quickly adjust to
constantly changing situations, people, stakeholders.
The adaptive lead workshop allows you to question yourself and practice new
postures.

Audience
Anyone wishing to experiment with new
postures of a leader in a reassuring context to
better respond to today's challenges.

Objective
• Become more self-conscious of your leadership.
• Experience different leadership styles.
• Understand the phases of the life of a high performing team &
how to support them.
• Evaluate the alignment of your purpose and the one of your
organization.
• Facilitate the work of teams with a vision, meaning, feedback
and the posture of the servant leader.
• Communicate to onboard the teams.

Required level

Trainers

It is preferable to have management experience

We are practitioners. We share the same mindset,

(project or line). Otherwise, you just need to be

method and tools. You can find us on the site. Here are

enthusiastic about learning this skill.

a few of us:

Learning type

Oana Juncu
Team coach
Remi Edart
Human being

Alone and in pairs. face-to-face or remotely. A succession
of theoretical contributions (10%), practice and debriefs.

Mélanie Ouardirhi
Team coach

The journey

The adaptive lead is a key role in innovation and transformation. His highly crossfunctional skills allow him to support numerous teams to help them gain autonomy
in order to become more efficient for the benefit of the common good.

The learners’
experience
academy@dthinking.co | dthinking.academy

I wish to further transform myself
for my benefits and the common
good. I became aware that I am
the main bottleneck for my teams.

I have been practicing multiple
frameworks enabling me to
become potentially a better leader
in my organization.

